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Wireless access points act as bridges between wireless and wired networks. Since the actu-
ally available bandwidth in wireless networks is much smaller than that in wired net-
works, there is a bandwidth disparity in channel capacity which makes the access point
a significant network congestion point. The recently proposed active queue management
(AQM) is an effective method used in wired network and wired–wireless network routers
for congestion control, and to achieve a tradeoff between channel utilization and delay. The
de facto standard, the random early detection (RED) AQM scheme, and most of its variants
use average queue length as a congestion indicator to trigger packet dropping. In this
paper, we propose a Novel autonomous Proportional and Differential RED algorithm, called
NPD-RED, as an extension of RED. NPD-RED is based on a self-tuning feedback proportional
and differential controller, which not only considers the instantaneous queue length at the
current time point, but also takes into consideration the ratio of the current differential
error signal to the buffer size. Furthermore, we give theoretical analysis of the system sta-
bility and give guidelines for the selection of feedback gains for the TCP/RED system to sta-
bilize the instantaneous queue length at a desirable level. Extensive simulations have been
conducted with ns2. The simulation results have demonstrated that the proposed NPD-RED
algorithm outperforms the existing AQM schemes in terms of average queue length, aver-
age throughput, and stability.

� 2009 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction

Internet congestion occurs when the aggregated demand for a resource (e.g., channel bandwidth) exceeds the available
capacity of the resource. Congestion, due to the speed mismatch between a wired network and wireless LAN (WLAN) at the
access point (AP), is regarded as a critical problem that affects the overall performance of WLAN. Congestion typically results
in long delays in data delivery, wasted resources due to dropped packets, and the possibility of a congestion collapse [1,2,46].
Congestion control is an essential technology on the Internet, which can usually be performed by two methods: (1) by an
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end-to-end protocol, such as TCP and (2) by an active queue management (AQM) scheme, which is implemented in routers
[3,47,48] and employed to control traffic [4,5]. The basic philosophy of AQM is to trigger packet dropping (or marking, when
explicit congestion notification [6,7] is enabled) before the buffer overflows, and the drop probability is proportional to the
degree of congestion. AQM can achieve smaller queuing delays and higher throughput by purposely dropping packets. AQM
[8,9] can be classified into two types: (1) rate-based, which controls the flow rate at the congested channel (e.g., [1]), and (2)
queue-based, which controls the queue at the congested channel (e.g., [10,11]). There are several AQM schemes that have
been reported in the recent literature for congestion control.

Random early detection (RED) [11–14] recommended for deployment by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), is the
most prominent and well-studied AQM scheme [15,16]. It is based on queue management, and has been widely imple-
mented in routers for congestion control on the Internet. The main objective of RED is to keep the average queue length
(average buffer occupancy) low. To accomplish this target, RED randomly drops incoming packets with a probability propor-
tional to the average queue length, which makes the RED scheme suitable for irregular bursts of traffic. One important factor
in measuring the performance of a traffic controller is stability: the stability of packet drop rate and the stability of queue
length. A drawback of the RED method is that it is difficult to set the parameters of the RED traffic controller to stabilize the
system under the diversity of Internet traffic [17,18]. The problem becomes especially severe when the average queue length
reaches a certain threshold, which may result in a sharp decrease of throughput and an increase of the drop rate [3].

There are several variants of RED that have been proposed to address the above problem, such as Adaptive-RED
[10,19,20], Proportional Derivative RED controller (PD-RED) [3], Proportional Integral controller (PI-RED) [21,22], and so
on. With RED [11–14], the resulting average queue length is very sensitive to the level of congestion and initial parameter
settings, which makes its behavior unpredictable [21]. Adaptive-RED attempts to stabilize router queue length at a level
independent of the active connections, by using an exponentially weighted moving average as an integral controller
[10,19,20]. Sun et al. proposed a new RED scheme [3] based on the proportional derivative control theory, called PD-RED,
to improve the performance of the AQM. Unfortunately, neither Adaptive-RED nor PD-RED provides any systematic method
to configure the RED parameters. Moreover, the control gain selection in both methods is based only on empirical observa-
tion and simulation analysis, which can only work well in certain given situation. A theoretical model and analysis for control
gain selection and parameter setting are required. Holot et al. [21] proposed a Proportional Integral controller, PI-RED, as a
means to improve the responsiveness of the TCP/AQM dynamic, and stabilize the router queue length around the target va-
lue. Similarly, Deng et al. [23] proposed a Proportional Integral Derivative model, to improve system stability under dynamic
traffic conditions. Both methods used feedback control theory to describe and analyze the TCP/RED dynamic. However, the
use of a highly simplified linear quadratic Gaussian controller [24] limited their discussion to the classical control elements.
Consequently, their methods can only directly channel traffic control parameters to one of the AQM objectives, which leads
to poor global performance. Xiong et al. proposed a Self-tuning Proportional and Integral RED (SPI-RED) [25] on average
queue length, to regulate queue length. The average queue scheme keeps the average queue length low, but still allows occa-
sional bursts of packets in the queue. In contrast, this paper proposes a novel proportional and differential control based on
instantaneous queue length, called NPD-RED, which effectively avoids the problem of occasional bursts of packets.

Wireless access points act as bridges between wireless and wired networks. Since the actually available bandwidth in
wireless networks is much smaller than that in wired networks, there is a bandwidth disparity in channel capacity which
makes the access point a significant network congestion point. Only a handful of research papers have explored the AQM
issues in WLAN. In [26], Xu et al. presented an AQM scheme for WLAN, but the performance analysis of the proposed
AQM scheme was limited, because the authors only considered the delay from wired network to WLAN. On the other hand,
throughput and average queue length are generally accepted as more important metrics in evaluating an AQM performance.
In [27], Pang et al. mainly focused on the comparative analysis of different versions of TCPs, particularly TCP Veno [28] and
TCP Reno under RED and Tail-Drop (TD) Queue. This study concluded that RED does not help in throughput in WLAN. How-
ever, it lacks the detailed analysis about the reason why RED can result in the performance degradation [29].

The main contributions of this paper are as follows. First, we propose a novel feedback control scheme, called NPD-RED,
for the TCP/RED dynamic time-delayed model in wired network and wired–wireless network routers (refer to [13,30]). The
core idea is new probability function for packet dropping. At the packet level, NPD-RED uses the changes in the instanta-
neous queue and the differential in queue length to update packet drop probability upon the arrival of new packets. On larger
time-scales, NPD-RED dynamically adjusts the packet drop probability using the measured packet loss ratio. Second, we pro-
vide a theoretical analysis of the stability of the proposed probability function, and give theoretical guidance in determining
the parameters for the proposed NPD-RED method. Our theoretical analysis is based on a TCP dynamic model, and uses opti-
mal control methodologies. Furthermore, in the proposed NPD-RED method, these key parameters are decoupled from other
tuning parameters, as well as from the parameters related to network conditions. The controlled parameters are adapted
within dynamically changing ranges, which are determined by the stability condition. This makes the system analysis more
realistic, and we propose this new configuration of NPD-RED to enhance the network performance. Finally, we conduct
extensive simulations to compare the performance of our proposed method with other existing schemes. The simulation re-
sults demonstrated that the NPD-RED algorithm outperforms the existing schemes (RED, PI-RED, Adaptive-RED, and PD-
RED).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the system model and definitions. Section 3
discusses the NPD-RED algorithm, and develops guidelines based on theoretical analysis for choosing the parameters to
achieve system stability. In Section 4, we carry out simulations under a variety of network scenarios, and analyze the
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performance of the proposed method. Section 5 explains more work related with AQM. Finally, we make conclusions and
discuss future work in Section 6.
2. The system model and definitions

In this study, our objective is to develop an active queue management system to improve the stability of bottleneck queue
in a TCP network.

In [4], a dynamic model of TCP behavior was developed, adopting fluid-flow and stochastic differential equation analysis.
Simulation results demonstrated that this model accurately captured the dynamic of TCP. Following this work, a packet
dropping scheme was proposed for active queue management for Internet routers in [4]. We follow the model introduced
in [4]. Fig. 1 shows the theory system structure of the model for wired network and wired–wireless network, and the
wired–wireless architectural trend in enterprise 802.11 deployments is shown in Fig. 2, which is included in Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, TCP sources send data packets passing through the routers to their corresponding destinations. The
data will be buffered in these routers. The buffer will decide the data packet drop probability p based on the congestion
of the current queue. And then it computes p to drive packet dropping. The sending window size of TCP Sender at next time
slot will be adjusted based on acknowledgements of Receiver. Therefore, a closed-loop feedback model is formed (see Fig. 3).

The differential equations of the model are as follows:
_WðtÞ ¼ � 2N

R2C
WðtÞ � RC2

2N2 pðt � RÞ; ð1Þ

_qðtÞ ¼ NWðtÞ
R
� qðtÞ

R
; ð2Þ
where the parameters are described in Table 1, and the round-trip time R is the sum of the processing time of buffer queue
q=C and delay time of packet Tp in the channel, i.e.,
R ¼ q=C þ Tp:
Eq. (1) describes the relationship among window size dynamic, data loss probability, the number of TCP connections, the
channel capacity and TCP round-trip time. And Eq. (2) shows that the change of queue length is relevant to the window size,
queue length, the number of TCP connections and round-trip time.
3. The NPD-RED algorithm

In this section, we present a novel packet dropping algorithm called NPD-RED, and also give a theoretical analysis and
algorithm for choosing the proportional and differential parameters to achieve system stability.
Fig. 1. The theory system network model.
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Fig. 2. Wired–wireless architectural trend in enterprise 802.11 deployments.
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Fig. 3. The closed-loop feedback model of TCP congestion control.

Table 1
Parameters of Model (1).

Parameter Description

W Expected TCP window size (packets)
_WðtÞ Time-derivative of W

q Current queue length (packets)
C Channel capacity (packets/second)
R The round-trip time
N Load factor (number of TCP connections)
p Probability of packet dropping
pð0Þ Initial probability of packet dropping
B The buffer size of the congested router
qref The expected queue length (packets)
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3.1. Packet drop probability

Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller technology is popularly used in most industrial processes, because of its
simplicity and robustness [31]. Based on our extensive experimental results and observations, we applied the classical con-
trol system techniques and came up with the design of an NPD-RED feedback controller for AQM. The new drop probability
function is as follows, which is different from that in [3]:
pðtÞ ¼ pð0Þ þ Kp
ðqðtÞ � qref Þ

B
þ KdðqðtÞ � qðt � 1ÞÞ

B
; ð3Þ
where qðtÞ denotes the instantaneous queue length at time t. The component ðqðtÞ � qref Þ=B is the instantaneous ratio of the
current error signal to the buffer size, and ðqðtÞ � qðt � 1ÞÞ=B is the ratio of the current differential error signal to the buffer
size. As you can observe from the view of theory, when the network system is completely stable, qðtÞ converges at qref . Also,
qðtÞ � qðt � 1Þ, and pðtÞ converges at pð0Þ. Therefore, in stable state, the queue length stabilizes at the expected queue length,
and also drop probability is stable at a certain value. This drop probability function considers the buffer size, the current error
signal, and the differential error signals. We use instantaneous queue length, instead of average queue length, as the conges-
tion evaluation in calculating the drop probability. The reason is that the average queue scheme keeps the average queue
length low, but still allows occasional bursts of packets in the queue.

The two parameters Kp and Kd need to be set in the above probability function. Kp is the proportional control gain, which
is the coefficient of current error signal. Kd is the differential control gain, which is the coefficient of differential error signals.
The other parameters are denoted in Table 1. As mentioned above, selecting the right control gains in the stable ranges is
crucial to ensure system stability. Next, we are going to analyze system stability and provide theoretical guidelines for
choosing proper control gains to optimize network performance.
3.2. Stability analysis and control gain selection

Stability in the performance of AQM scheme is essential because in a steady state, oscillations or deviations of queue
length from the desired length are reduced. The main benefits of stabilizing queue length are: (1) improved utilization of
resources, and (2) queuing delay reduction, by avoiding buffer overflows and oscillatory behaviors in the TCP sources. From
an operational point of view, this is especially important, considering that routers have buffers of limited size. Furthermore,
an unstable system often leads to strong synchronization among TCP flows. Bearing this in mind, in this paper we will con-
sider the stabilization of queue length when setting the parameters. The parameter selection is very important to ensure the
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system stability. Therefore, we will analyze the proposed NPD-RED scheme based on the above TCP dynamic model, and then
provide the method to ensure whole system stability.

In this section, we use the Routh–Hurwitz theorem, a common technique in control theory, to analyze the stability of our
proposed model, and to determine the ranges of the control gains Kp and Kd. The stability of the system is measured by the
fluctuation in queue length. The lower the fluctuation amplitude of the instantaneous queue length, the better the stability of
the network system. The stability of the system effectively ensures that the instantaneous queue length converges to a cer-
tain desirable value. Because large fluctuation in queue length would lead to high packet dropping rate and poor system
throughput, the stability of the congested queue length becomes an important performance metric for queue management.

To analyze the stability of the system and determine the values of the control parameters, we must obtain the character-
istic equation to determine the stable range. We first linearize the above network system by performing a Laplace transform
into Eqs. (1)–(3):
sWðsÞ �Wð0Þ ¼ �2NWðsÞ
R2C

� RC2

2N2 e�RsPðsÞ; ð4Þ

sQðsÞ � qð0Þ ¼ NWðsÞ
R
� QðsÞ

R
; ð5Þ

sPðsÞ � pð0Þ ¼ Kp

B
QðsÞ �

qref

s

� �
þ Kd

B
ðQðsÞ � e�sQðsÞÞ; ð6Þ
where WðsÞ, QðsÞ, and PðsÞ denote the Laplace transform of WðtÞ; qðtÞ, and pðtÞ, respectively. By rewriting Eqs. (4)–(6), we
have:
WðsÞ ¼ Wð0Þ � RC2e�RsPðsÞ
2N2

 !,
sþ 2N

R2C

� �
; ð7Þ

QðsÞ ¼ ðNWðsÞ þ Rqð0ÞÞ=ðRsþ 1Þ; ð8Þ

PðsÞ ¼ pð0Þ
s
�

qref Kp

Bs2 þ QðsÞ Kp

Bs
þ Kd

Bs
� e�sKd

Bs

� �
: ð9Þ
Fig. 4 illustrates the relationships among WðsÞ; PðsÞ and QðsÞ in Eqs. (7)–(9). This basically shows how PðsÞ transits through
WðsÞ, and QðsÞ, and eventually transits back to PðsÞ. From the diagram in Fig. 4, we can see that the system does not need any
external input. It can stabilize itself purely based on internal feedback. This is, in fact, a self-tuning controller [32].

Taking WðsÞ; PðsÞ and QðsÞ as three variables in the three Eqs. (7)–(9), we solve QðsÞ and obtain the following characteristic
function of QðsÞ:
QðsÞ ¼ Wð0Þsþ Rqð0Þ
N

s2 þ 2Ns

R2C

� �
þ RC2e�Rs

2N2

Kpqref

Bs
� pð0Þ

� �" #,
AðsÞ; ð10Þ
where
AðsÞ ¼ Rs2

N
þ s

N

 !
sþ 2N

R2C

� �
þ RC2e�Rs

2N2B
ðKp þ Kd � Kde�sÞ: ð11Þ
There are several ways to test the stability of QðsÞ in Function (10). We employ the Routh–Hurwitz stability test [33] to
determine the stability conditions of QðsÞ. According to the control theory, the system of QðsÞ is stable if and only if all
the zeros of AðsÞ are in the open left half-plane (OLHP) [33]. AðsÞ is the characteristic polynomial of the network system in
Eq. (10) given by the original network system (1) and (2) with the controller (3). The conditions that make all the zeros
of AðsÞ in the OLHP are called stability criteria. We use the Routh–Hurwitz stability test to formulate the stability conditions.

Considering a general polynomial function:
ANðsÞ ¼
XN

n¼0

@nsn; @n > 0:
)(sP

Feedback controller

)(sQ

)0(q

1Rs

R
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2

2
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Fig. 4. The closed-loop system network model.



Table 2
The Routh array.

sN @N @N�2 @N�4 � � �
sN�1 @N�1 @N�3 @N�5 � � �
sN�3 bN�2 bN�4 bN�6 � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
s2 d2 d0 0 � � �
s1 e1 0 0 � � �
s0 f0 0 0 � � �
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The system is stable if and only if all the solutions of s that make ANðsÞ ¼ 0 are inside the OLHP. The Routh–Hurwitz stability
below will give the necessary and sufficient conditions for this system stability.

Given the polynomial function ANðsÞ, we first construct the Routh array as shown in Table 2. Seen from Table 2, the first
two rows of the Routh array are filled by the coefficients of ANðsÞ, starting with the leading coefficient @N . The elements in the
third row are given by
bN�2 ¼
@N�1@N�2 � @N@N�3

@N�1
¼ @N�2 �

@N@N�3

@N�1
;

bN�4 ¼
@N�1@N�4 � @N@N�5

@N�1
¼ @N�4 �

@N@N�5

@N�1
;

� � �
The elements in the fourth row are given by
cN�3 ¼
bN�2@N�3 � @N�1bN�4

bN�2
¼ @N�3 �

@N�1bN�4

bN�2
;

cN�5 ¼
bN�2@N�5 � @N�1bN�6

bN�2
¼ @N�5 �

@N�1bN�6

bN�2
;

� � �
The other rows are computed in a similar fashion.
The Routh–Hurwitz stability test states that the system is stable (i.e., all the zeros of ANðsÞ are located in OLHP) if and only

if all the elements in the second column of the Routh array are all strictly positive (>0). The Routh–Hurwitz test can be used
to derive simple conditions for stability, expressed directly in terms of the coefficients of ANðsÞ.

In order to compute the characteristic polynomial AðsÞ in (11), we use the approximation e�R0s � 1� R0sþ R0s2=2. And
based on Eq. (11), we have:
AðsÞ ¼ s4 �KdR3C2

8N2B

 !
þ s3 R

N
þ KdR2C2

4N2B
þ KdR3C2

4N2B

 !
þ s2 1

N
þ 2

RC
� KdRC2

4N2B
� KdR2C2

2N2B
þ KpR3C2

4N2B

 !

þ s
2

R2C
þ KdRC2 � KpR2C2

2N2B

 !
þ s0 KpRC2

2N2B

 !
: ð12Þ
For simplicity, we let a4; a3; a2; a1 and a0 denote the coefficients in the above equations of s4; s3; s2; s1 and s0, respectively.
That is:
a4 ¼ �
KdR3C2

8N2B
; ð13Þ

a3 ¼
R
N
þ KdR2C2

4N2B
þ KdR3C2

4N2B
; ð14Þ

a2 ¼
1
N
þ 2

RC
� KdRC2

4N2B
� KdR2C2

2N2B
þ KpR3C2

4N2B
; ð15Þ

a1 ¼
2

R2C
þ KdRC2 � KpR2C2

2N2B
; ð16Þ

a0 ¼
KpRC2

2N2B
: ð17Þ
Based on Eq. (12), we have:
AðsÞ ¼ a4s4 þ a3s3 þ a2s2 þ a1s1 þ a0s0: ð18Þ
And based on the above Routh–Hurwitz stability test, we get the Routh table (Table 3).



Table 3
The Routh table.

s4 a4 a2 0

s3 a3 a1 0

s2 a2 � a4a1
a3

a0 0

s1 a1 � a3 a0

a2�
a4 a1

a3

� � 0 0

s0 a0 0 0
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The network system of QðsÞ in (10) is stable if and only if the values in the second column of Table 3 are all greater than
zero, i.e.:
a4 > 0; a3 > 0; a2 �
a4a1

a3
> 0; a1 �

a3a0

a2 � a4a1
a3

� � > 0; and a0 > 0: ð19Þ
We will analyze, as follows, the stability conditions given in (19) one by one.
For a4 in (13), since R > 0; C > 0;N > 0, and B > 0, to make a4 > 0, we have:
Kd < 0: ð20Þ
For a3 in (14), to make a3 > 0, we have:
R
N
þ KdR2C2

4N2B
þ KdR3C2

4N2B
> 0: ð21Þ
Solving the above inequality, we have:
Kd > �
4NB

RC2ðRþ 1Þ
: ð22Þ
Based on Eq. (20), then we have:
� 4NB

RC2ðRþ 1Þ
< Kd < 0: ð23Þ
For a2 � a4a1
a3

� �
> 0, since a3 > 0, we need to get:
f ðKpÞ ¼ a2a3 � a4a1 > 0: ð24Þ
We express Inequality (24) as a function of Kp, because we now focus on finding the range of Kp. Substitute a1; a2; a3, and a4

into (24), and obtain:
1
N
þ 2

RC
� KdRC2

4N2B
� KdR2C2

2N2B
þ KpR3C2

4N2B

 !
� KdR2C2

4N2B
þ R

N
þ KdR3C2

4N2B

 !
þ KdR3C2

8N2B
� 2

R2C
þ KdRC2 � KpR2C2

2N2B

 !
> 0;
i.e.,
R3C2

4N2B

R
N
þ KdR3C2

4N2B

 !" #
� Kp >

KdRC2

4N2B
þ KdR2C2

2N2B
� 1

N
� 2

RC

 !
KdR2C2

4N2B
þ R

N
þ KdR3C2

4N2B

 !
� KdR3C2

8N2B

2
R2C
þ KdRC2

2N2B

 !" #
:

ð25Þ
Inequality (25) is a linear function of Kp. While, the coefficient of Kp is
C2R3

4N2B

R
N
þ KdC2R3

4N2B

 !
:

Since C > 0;R > 0;N > 0;B > 0, and based on Inequality (22), we have:
KdC2R3

4N2B
> � R2

NðRþ 1Þ ;
then we know:
R
N
þ KdC2R3

4N2B
>

R
N
� R2

NðRþ 1Þ > 0: ð26Þ
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So the coefficient of Kp is positive. In order to make Inequality (24) true, the range of Kp must be:
Kp >
KdRC2

4N2B
þ KdR2C2

2N2B
� 1

N
� 2

RC

 !
KdR2C2

4N2B
þ R

N
þ KdR3C2

4N2B

 !
� KdR3C2

8N2B

2
R2C
þ KdRC2

2N2B

 !" #,
R3C2

4N2B

R
N
þ KdR3C2

4N2B

 !" #
:

ð27Þ
For a1 � a3a0

a2�
a4a1

a3

� � > 0, since a2 � a4a1
a3

> 0, and a3 > 0, we must let:
f ðKpÞ ¼ a1a2a3 � a2
1a4 � a0a2

3 > 0: ð28Þ
We express Inequality (28) as a function of Kp, because we now focus on finding the range of Kp. Since a3 and a4 are irrelevant
to Kp, we substitute a0; a1, and a2 into (28), and obtain:
1
N
þ 2

RC
� KdRC2

4N2B
� KdR2C2

2N2B
þ KpR3C2

4N2B

 !
� 2

R2C
þ KdRC2 � KpR2C2

2N2B

 !
a3 �

2
R2C
þ KdRC2 � KpR2C2

2N2B

 !2

a4 �
KpRC2

2N2B
� a2

3 > 0:

ð29Þ
Inequality (29) is a quadratic function of Kp. Furthermore, the coefficient of K2
p is
� R5C4a3

8N4B2 þ
R4C4a4

4N4B2

 !
:

Since R > 0;C > 0; a3 > 0; a4 > 0;N > 0 and B > 0, we know:
� R5C4a3

8N4B2 þ
R4C4a4

4N4B2

 !
< 0: ð30Þ
The coefficient of K2
p is negative. Function f ðKpÞ in (28) is in a parabolic curve. Therefore, there are two points of Kp that make

f ðKpÞ ¼ 0 and any value of f ðKpÞ between the two points of Kp is greater than zero. Let Kp1 and Kp2 be the two points of Kp that
make function f ðKpÞ ¼ 0, and Kp1 < Kp2. In order to make Inequality (28) true, the range of Kp must be:
Kp1 < Kp < Kp2: ð31Þ
Finally, considering a0, we have
KpRC2

2N2B
> 0: ð32Þ
Since R > 0;C > 0;N > 0 and B > 0, we know:
Kp > 0: ð33Þ
We have now determined the stability condition of Kd in (23), and of Kp in (27), (31) and (33). For Kp, its ranges are given
in (27), (31) and (33). We do not know which range is tighter from this analysis. The tighter range can only be obtained by
computing all the inequalities out in real system situations (or in simulations). There are several methods to conduct online
estimation of network parameters such as R, N, and C available in the literature. For example, the algorithm in [34] can accu-
rately measure the round-trip time R by accepting only good samples and using the retransmission back-off strategy. Chan-
nel capacity C and TCP workload N can also be estimated according to the method proposed in [35,36].

Compared to the results reported by Hollot et al. [21] and by Low et al. [37], the stability conditions in our analysis pres-
ent a clear relationship between stability and the network parameters. The analytical results provide good guidelines for
choosing the important parameters of NPD-RED, leading to the desired stability and satisfactory overall performance.

3.3. The NPD-RED algorithm description

Based on the above dynamic model with the NPD-RED controller and its stability analysis, we can select the proper con-
trol gains that can ensure system stability and improve network performance. The algorithm used to compute pðnÞ for time n
(the nth sampling interval) can be summarized as in Fig. 5.

Notice that after we compute the ranges of Kd and Kp, we simply choose a value for each of them randomly within their
ranges. At this moment, we do not have theoretical guidance for choosing a better value. According to our simulation results,
any values within the ranges make the system stable.

4. Performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed NPD-RED packet dropping algorithm through a number of
simulations performed using NS2 [38].



Fig. 5. The NPD-RED algorithm.
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The network topology used in the simulation is shown in Fig. 1. It is a simple dumbbell topology based on a single com-
mon bottleneck channel of 3 Mb/s capacity with identical, long-lived and saturated TCP/Reno flows. In other words, the TCP
connections are modeled as greedy FTP connections, which always have data to send as long as their congestion windows
permit. The receiver’s advertised window size is set sufficiently large so that the TCP connections are not constrained at the
destination. The ack-every-packet strategy is used at the TCP receivers. For this AQM scheme, we maintain the same test
conditions as in [4]: the same topology (as described above), the same saturated traffic, and the same TCP parameters.

The parameters used are explained as follows: the delay from Source i ði 2 ½1;N�Þ to Router 1 and from Router 2 to Recei-
ver j ðj 2 ½1;N�Þ are both 10 ms, and the delay between the two routers is 30 ms, then we set the round-trip time R to be
100 ms. The total buffer size is set at 75 packets, the packet size is 500 bytes, and the queue target is 50 packets. The sam-
pling interval is set to be 0.1 ms, the number of TCP connections is considered to be 50, i.e., N ¼ 50, and the total simulation
time is 200 s.
4.1. How the selection of parameters influences system stability

In simulation, we observe how the selection of parameters influences system stability. Here we conduct two kinds of sim-
ulations, i.e., when control parameters are in the stable ranges (Case 1) and beyond the stable ranges (Case 2). The two cases
explore how instantaneous queue length, throughput and drop probability change. Based on the above simulation results,
we compute the mean queue length and the standard deviation.

According to the results of stability theory (23), (27), (31) and (33), we get: when �3:59� 10�7 < Kd < 0;Kp >

�½ð0:02� 51637:5KdÞð0:002þ 5568:75KdÞ þ 253:125Kd � ð4:4� 10�6 þ 1:0� 105KdÞ�=ð1:01þ 2:56� 105KdÞ, and 0 < Kp <

½�0:41 � 1:12 � 106Kd � 2:31 � 1011K2
d þ 1:24 � 1011 � ð1:06 � 10�23 þ 6:12 � 10�17Kd þ 9:40 � 10�11K2

d þ 1:59 � 10�5K3
d�

K4
dÞ

0:5�=ð1:03� 104 þ 2:59� 109KdÞ, the system is stable; otherwise, the system is unstable. Therefore, we set
Kd ¼ �3:59� 10�11, then the stable range of Kp is 0 < Kp < 3:99� 10�10. Now we compare the performance of the following
two cases, Case 1 (stable case): Kd ¼ �3:59� 10�11 and Kp ¼ 2:00� 10�10; Case 2 (unstable case): Kd ¼ �3:59� 10�7 and
Kp ¼ 10.

Fig. 6 shows the change of the instantaneous queue length in the stable case. It is obvious that the queue length stabilizes
quickly and there is little fluctuation at the expected value. Fig. 7 shows the dynamic change of the instantaneous queue
length in the unstable case. In Fig. 7, there is a large fluctuation in the queue length, and the system is out of control. The
Fig. 6. Stable queue length.



Fig. 7. Unstable queue length.
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large fluctuation of queue length causes the loss of many packet, and further leads to unnecessary data retransfer, which will
decrease system throughput and network quality of service (QoS).

Fig. 8 compares the packet loss ratio dynamic of the above two cases. The solid line shows the drop ratio change over time
in stable case, while the dash line shows the instantaneous drop ratio dynamic over time in unstable case. Observing from
these figures, the drop ratio in stable case is always less than that in unstable case.

For the above two control cases (stable case and unstable case), we compute their mean queue length and queue standard
deviation. The mean queue length, in stable case, is 50.47 (close to the expected queue length), while in unstable case it is
35.17. For the queue standard deviation, it is 1.89 in stable case, while in unstable case it is 48.52. Therefore, the queue
length in stable case is closer to the queue target than that in unstable case.
4.2. How the dynamic of network conditions influences the selection of control gains

Due to the continuous change of network conditions, some network parameters also change correspondingly. Choosing
fixed control gains will influence system stability, and thereby influence the whole system QoS. Here we study how the net-
work parameters (mainly considering the number of TCP connections N, and round-trip time R) influence the stable ranges of
control gains. And then we give a general rule about how the network parameters influence system stability. It is better for
us to adjust the control gains based on the dynamic of network conditions, so as to stabilize the system quickly and ensure
the system QoS.

We consider the case in which the number of TCP connections changes, and keep the other simulation parameters un-
changed (same as the above parameters, i.e., the capacity of the congestion channel is 45 Mb/s, the total buffer size is
100 packets, and the round-trip time is 100 ms). The simulation results are shown in Fig. 9. Since the upper bound of the
differential parameter Kd and the lower bound of the proportional parameter Kp are zero, Fig. 9 only gives the change of
the lower bound of the differential parameter Kd and the upper bound of the proportional parameter Kp. From the results,
we can conclude that when the number of TCP connections increases, the lower bound of differential parameter Kd decreases
linearly. However, when the number of TCP connections increases, the upper bound of the proportional parameter Kp in-
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creases in a nonlinear manner, where we set Kd to be 3:59� 10�11. We also simulated the influence of the number of TCP
connections N to Kp with other different Kd values, and the simulation results have demonstrated the same feature as in
Fig. 9(b). Therefore, in order to adjust control gains quickly to stabilize the queue length, we can first evaluate the number
of TCP connections N based on the method in [35], and then select the proper control gains based on their change principle to
ensure the stability of the whole system.

Furthermore, we also study the influence of round-trip time on control gains, under the conditions that the other simu-
lation parameters remain the same (i.e., the capability of congestion channel is 3 Mb/s, the buffer size is 75 packets, and the
number of TCP connections is 50). The simulation time is shown in Fig. 10. As in Fig. 9, since the upper bound of the differ-
ential parameter Kd and the lower bound of the proportional parameter Kp are zero, Fig. 10 only gives the change of the lower
bound of the differential parameter Kd and the upper bound of the proportional parameter Kp. From Fig. 10, we can see that
when round-trip time increases, the lower bound of the differential parameter Kd increases in a nonlinear manner, and the
upper bound of the proportional parameter Kp decreases in a nonlinear manner, where we set Kd to be 3:59� 10�11. We also
simulated the influence of the round-trip time R to Kp with other different Kd values, and the simulation results have dem-
onstrated the same feature as in Fig. 10(b). Therefore, we can evaluate the round-trip time R based on the method in [34], and
then adjust the control gains based on this above conclusion in order to make sure the system is stabilized.

From the above simulation results, we know: when control gains are set in their stable ranges, the queue length can sta-
bilize near the expected value (as shown in Fig. 6); in contrast, when the control gains are not in their stable ranges, there is a
large fluctuation (as shown in Fig. 7). Based on the statistical data, we find that the large fluctuation of queue length will lead
to large data loss, which makes network throughput decrease. Furthermore, for dynamic network changes (the number of
TCP connections and round-trip time), we also give the general principle of control gain change, and that principle will pro-
vide information on how to adjust the control gains. In all, it is necessary to study system stability, and to select the proper
control gains for the QoS of the system.
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4.3. Comparisons with the existing AQM schemes

In this simulation, we compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with the existing AQM schemes, namely, RED
[13], Adaptive-RED [10], PI-RED controller [22], PD-RED [3] and NPD-RED. For all AQM schemes mentioned in this part, the
simulation environment is the same as in Section 4.1.

The basic parameters of RED (see notation in [3,11,13]) are set at interval time ¼ 0:5 s;minth ¼ 15 packets, maxth ¼ 75
packets, maxp ¼ 0:01 and wq ¼ 0:002, where the interval time, minth;maxth, and maxp show the sampling interval time, min-
imum queue threshold, the maximum queue threshold and the maximum drop probability, respectively. For Adaptive-RED,
the parameters are set the same as in [10]: a ¼ 0:01; b ¼ 0:9. For PI-RED controller, PI coefficients a and b that are imple-
mented are 1:822� 10�5 and 1:816� 10�5, respectively [22]. For PD-RED, the parameters are set the same as in [3]:
d ¼ 0:01; kp ¼ 0:001 and kd ¼ 0:05. For NPD-RED, the parameters are same as in Section 4.1.

Figs. 11–14 and 6 show the stability of instantaneous queue dynamic for RED [13], Adaptive-RED [10], PI-RED controller
[22], PD-RED [3], and NPD-RED, respectively. In Fig. 11, the experiment shows that, with RED, the queue length oscillates and
fails to stabilize near the queue target of 50 packets. From Fig. 12, with Adaptive-RED, the queue stabilizes after about 15 s, so
it requires long response time to stabilize the network system. In Fig. 13, the queue length of PI-RED controller stabilizes
quickly, while the queue length has large fluctuations with a lot of short-lived spikes. In Fig. 14, the fluctuation amplitude
of PD-RED is mostly between 30 packets and 60 packets, and the queue length fluctuates around the value 45 packets. Fig. 6
shows the stability of instantaneous queue dynamic for the presented NPD-RED, where the fluctuation amplitude of NPD-
RED is mostly between 45 packets and 55 packets, and the queue length fluctuates around the target value 50 packets. These
figures show that NPD-RED has better stability than RED, Adaptive-RED, PI-RED controller, and PD-RED.

The further experiment data in Table 4 compare NPD-RED with other existing AQM schemes (i.e., RED, Adaptive-RED, PI-
RED controller, and PD-RED). In Table 4, it summarizes the steady-state performance, by giving, for each scheme, the average
queue length and the average throughput during the whole simulation. For average queue length, the best value is the clos-
est one to the target value 50. Thus, the average queue length 49.67 of NPD-RED is closer to the target value 50 than other
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Fig. 12. Queue length: Adaptive-RED [10].
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Fig. 14. Queue length: PD-RED [3].

Table 4
Simulation results comparison.

AQM scheme RED Adaptive-RED PI-RED controller PD-RED NPD-RED

Average queue length (packets) 71.98 55.51 53.73 46.83 49.67
Average throughput (%) 89.27 84.84 85.22 93.39 93.48
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four schemes. For average throughput, the larger value is better, so the average throughput 93.48 of NPD-RED is a little better
than others. The comparison simulation results have demonstrated that the NPD-RED algorithm has better stability, and
higher throughout than the other four schemes.

From the above simulation results, we conclude that the proposed NPD-RED scheme exhibits better network performance
than RED [13], Adaptive-RED [10], PI-RED controller [22], and PD-RED [3] (in most cases).
5. Related work

In addition to the work cited in Section 1, there have been some other alternate mechanisms for AQM. For example, the
Stabilized Random Early Drop (S-RED) protocol [35,39] uses adaptive methods to adjust the max drop probability pmax,
depending on three events: buffer overflow, empty buffer and queue length increase. However, this approach introduces
additional parameters that need to be configured [40].

BLUE [41] is another type of adaptive scheme. It adaptively computes packet drop probability based on only two events:
buffer overflows and empty buffer. When the buffer empties (or overflows), the protocol decreases (or increases) packet drop
probability by d2 (or d1). However the BLUE protocol has trouble bringing the queue length to an expected value [40]. In our
paper, we use self-tuning feedback proportional and differential control theory, and not only consider the instantaneous
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queue length at the current time point, but also take into consideration the ratio of the current differential error signal to the
buffer size to design the NPD-RED scheme, which stabilizes the instantaneous queue length at a desirable level.

Adaptive virtual queue (AVQ) [42] uses only input rate xðtÞ to control packet dropping and to achieve expected channel
utility c, while keeping queue length small. Packet drop probability is basically proportional to the mismatch between input
rate and expected channel utility c. Through maintaining a virtual queue, AVQ deterministically drops packets upon the ar-
rival of a new packet, realizing the same effect as probabilistic packet dropping. AVQ can achieve low average queue length
and high channel utility [40], as is shown in [42]. However, as noted in [43], the rule for setting the AVQ control parameter is
not scalable, because the stability condition equation in [42] becomes unsolvable as the channel capacity scales upwards,
and it is due to the coupling of all the parameters. We overcome the limitation of [42] and achieve scalability by decoupling
the known parameters from the control parameters. Having explicitly formulated a tractable stability range given by Formu-
las (17) and (18), we can make sure that the admissible control parameters are within these ranges. This has been further
clarified in the above Section 2.

Random exponential marking (REM) [1] also tries to bring the queue length to an expected value. It uses the linear com-
bination of queue mismatch and input rate mismatch to compute marking/drop probability. In REM, input rate mismatch is
similarly simplified to queue variance between two continuous samplings. REM is stable for a more narrow variety of net-
work environments than PI-RED [22] and LRED [40].

State feedback controller (SFC) [44] uses a more complete model and the TCP option of delay acknowledgment. It also
uses queue mismatch and input rate mismatch as congestion indexes. SFC tries to stabilize the queue length in routers to
the target value. Packet marking/drop probability in SFC is updated upon arrival of a new packet. These characterize the
TCP dynamic more realistically and cause congestion window size (cwnd) decrease faster. However, SFC does not exploit
Internet traffic long range dependency to design AQM [45]. Neither does it enable the controller to dynamically adapt
(i.e., adapt online) to system parameter changes [25].

Loss ratio based RED (LRED) [40] measures the latest packet loss ratio, and combines it with queue length to dynamically
adjust packet drop probability. However, when the network parameters are unknown, LRED can only use conservative policy
to guarantee stability, and this often causes large queue deviation and lower throughput.

Misra et al. [4] discussed the difficulties in tuning RED parameters. They illustrate the benign oscillations in instantaneous
queue length, and say that they are currently investigating tuning RED parameters. Hollot et al. [13] also focused on oscil-
lations in the queue length, and use this starting point to recommend values for RED parameters. Firoiu and Borden [16] also
considered problems with RED, such as oscillations in the queue length, and made recommendations for configuring RED
parameters. In particular, Firoiu and Borden [16] recommended that the ideal rate for sampling the average queue length
is once per round-trip time [10,25].
6. Conclusion and future work

Wireless access points act as bridges between wireless and wired networks. Since the actually available bandwidth in
wireless networks is much smaller than that in wired networks, there is a bandwidth disparity between the wired and
the wireless interface of an access point, which makes the access point a significant network congestion point. The recently
proposed AQM is an effective method used in wired network and wired–wireless network routers for congestion control.

In this paper, we proposed a packet dropping scheme, called NPD-RED, to improve the performance of RED. We have ana-
lyzed the instantaneous queue length stability of NPD-RED, and have given guidelines for selecting control gains. This meth-
od can also be applied to other variants of RED. Based on the stability conditions and control gain selection method, extensive
simulation results by NS2 demonstrate that the proposed method is effective and satisfying for guaranteeing the stability of
dynamic queue, and further show the network parameters influence on stable ranges of control gains. Thus, this approach is
useful in enhancing the network performance in AQM. Finally, the comparative simulation results demonstrated that the
NPD-RED algorithm outperforms the existing schemes (RED, PI-RED, Adaptive-RED, and PD-RED).

Future work will cover the extension of the proposed approach from the model of a single bottleneck channel with only
TCP flows, to the case of multiple bottleneck channels, as well as cases where TCP and non-TCP traffic (e.g., UDP flows) share
a single queue. The performance under short flows and burst traffic loads will also be investigated. In addition, issues such as
fairness and protection against non-response flows will be further studied.
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